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Not Entirely Platonic:
Variations on a Confession
a play in one act
by Kitt Lavoie
212-591-0227
kitt@kittlavoie.com
Synopsis
A young man falls in love with his longtime girlfriend's childhood best friend. In a series of
scenes, we see, along with the man, what would have happened had he confessed his attraction to
his girlfriend at different times in the relationship under different circumstances – as he asks the
question: is there any way this can turn out well?
Playwright Bio
Kitt Lavoie is author of seventeen produced plays and musical books, including Twice Rather
Perish and The Median Line (both winners of the Herbert J. Robinson Award for Dramatic
Writing). His new full-length play, Makes Three, recently had its first public reading with The
CRY HAVOC Company, which is also currently developing his newest full-length play, A
Writer for Children. He has directed more than seventy-five shows in New York City, including
the original productions of more than thirty plays. Kitt also regularly assists stage and television
director Lonny Price, with whom he has recently worked on the Roundabout Theatre’s
Broadway revival of 110 in the Shade (starring Audra McDonald and John Cullum), the
American Premiere of Night Season by Rebecca Liefkowitz, and the PBS filming of the Tony
Award winning John Doyle revival of Stephen Sondheim’s Company. Kitt has also appeared
onstage as Macbeth, Benedick (Much Ado…), and Roy Cohn Angels in America, among others,
and has designed sets/lights for more than sixty shows. He holds a Master of Fine Arts in
Directing from the Actors Studio Drama School, is a founding member of the Professional
Playwrights Workshop at the Players Club and is a Member of the Society of Stage Directors and
Choreographers (SSDC). Kitt is Artistic Director and co-founder of The CRY HAVOC
Company (www.cryhavocnyc.com). www.kittlavoie.com
Character Breakdown
Scott Mathis
seen from ages 21-25
Sasha Taylor
his girlfriend, seen from ages 21-25
Alexis Katzon
her (later their) best friend, seen from ages 21-25
Setting
Sasha’s dorm room, Scott’s dorm room, Alexis’ apartment, a hospital, a small downtown New
York Theater, Scott and Sasha’s Apartment, The Tinker Tavern
Time Period
Present day, and the four years leading up to it.
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Not Entirely Platonic:
Variations on a Confession
by
Kitt Lavoie
Scene 1
Sasha’s dorm room
Lights rise on Sasha, a beautiful, bright-eyed young woman of 21, Alexis, a somewhat
quirky, very cute, if not beautiful girl of the same age, and Scott, a well put-together 21year-old young man. Alexis is wiping away tears as Scott holds her gently to him.
Scott

You gonna be okay?

Alexis

Yeah. Thank you guys.

Sasha

Please.

Scott

Anytime you need a shoulder...

Sasha

You’re going to be better off.

Alexis

He was a prick, wasn’t he?

Scott

Like I’ve been saying. You’ll listen to me next time?

Alexis

Prob’ly not. I’m no good that way.

Sasha

C’mere. (she opens her arms. Alexis crosses and hugs her.) It’s so
good having you around now, Lex. I’ve missed tending to you after a
break-up.

Alexis

Me, too. And you didn’t even steal this one from me.

Sasha

I never stole--

Alexis

No, but you were the reason they lost interest.

Sasha

Oh, please. (to Scott) Is she not beautiful?

Scott

And charming, both.

Alexis

Thanks, guys. Well, back to the fight.

Alexis goes to the front door. Scott and Sasha follow. Sasha hugs her goodbye.
Sasha

Lunch tomorrow? Noonish?
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Alexis

Noon-thirty.

Sasha

Be there.

Alexis hugs Scott goodbye.
Alexis

Thanks again, Scotty.

Scott

Anytime. Really.

Alexis

(heading for the door, to Scott) You write me that dream role yet?

Scott

I keep telling you: novels, not plays.

Alexis

And I keep asking. Someday. Love you guys.

Sasha

You, too.

Scott

‘Night.

Alexis exits.
Sasha

God, I’ve missed her.

Scott

She’s great.

Sasha

I’m so glad you get along.

Scott

I love her. She’s fantastic.

Sasha

She is. So-- thoughts on what to do with ourselves for the rest of the
evening?

Scott

Nothing specific.

Sasha begins kissing his neck.
Sasha

I have a thought.

Sasha begins pawing playfully at Scott. They begin to kiss. After a moment, Scott pulls
away.
Scott

Look, I-- We, we can get right back to that. But... we’ve never really
talked about our... status.

Sasha

Status?
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Scott

Yeah. I mean, we haven’t been seeing other people. But is that
because we can’t or because we just don’t?

Sasha

Who?

Scott

Who who?

Sasha

No one asks a question about the flexibility of a relationship unless they
plan on exercising it.

Scott

No, no, I just want to know. We’ve been spending a lot of time together
but we never made a decision, so I thought... I’d just like to know.

Sasha

What would you like?

Scott

I just don’t want to rush things.

Sasha

Fine.

Scott

Great. (beat) It’s nothing. It’s just after hearing Alexis talk about how
things went bad with Tad--

Sasha

Ah. I see. You stay away from her.

Scott

Who?

Sasha

She just broke up with somebody. Stay away.

Scott

I’m not planning on going near anyone. Just you.

Sasha

So Alex’s being suddenly free has nothing to do with you’re sudden
interest in our “status?”

Scott

Ah... I like her. She’s a friend. And I guess, yeah, I have some feelings
for her that are not entirely platonic. But I wouldn’t do anything about it.

Sasha

Yeah, I’m not worried about that. She wouldn’t have you.

Sasha begins playfully kissing Scott’s neck.
Scott

Why not?

Sasha

Because when Doug Spitz broke up with her in the eighth grade, he
asked me out a week later. And I said no. (she kisses his neck some
more) Shall we go to bed?

Scott

No. I’m heading home, I think.
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Scott rises.
Sasha

You sure?

Scott

Yeah. I’ll see you tomorrow. Have a good night.

Scott exits.
Sasha

Sure.

Lights fade to a single spot, into which Scott steps.
Scott

That’s not what was supposed to happen. (Scott turns to the audience) I
take it back. (Sasha and Alexis step into the spot, flanking Scott) Four
months later. My dorm room.

The lights fade to black.
Scene 2
Scott’s dorm room, four months later, in a universe where the previous scene
never occurred.
In the darkness, contented post-coital moans are heard.
Scott

Mmmm. That was fantastic.

Sasha

Uh-huh.

Scott

You’re getting so good at that.

Sasha

Years of practice.

Scott

Great... Mmmm... ‘Night.

Sasha

I love you.

Scott

I love you, too.

Sasha

‘Night.

Scott

(drifting to sleep) Mmmm. ‘Night, Lex.

A beat.
Sasha

What did you just say?

Scott

Hmm?
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